1 small tin teal paint
some light blue acrylic [couple containers]
lots dark blue acrylic [assorted containers]
1 small tub cobalt blue acrylic
1 small jar green fabric paint
1 small jar light blue fabric paint
some olive green acrylic
some yellow acrylic
lots black acrylic [couple containers]
some white acrylic [assorted containers]
one container red acrylic
white, pink, green tubs body paint
1 packet face paint materials [unopened]
makeup [some foundation, blush, eyeshadows]
1 small tin gloss stain
1 container Aquadhere adhesive
assorted paintbrushes
2 Stanley knives
silver glitter [assorted packets]
1 small container pink glitter
assorted sheets coloured paper
several pieces green cellophane
1 tube red cellophane
few small rolls crepe party streamers
couple rolls coloured contact [orange, blue]
bag cotton balls
2 packets pipe cleaners [assorted colours]
several coloured balloons
packet screws, Velcro tabs, cocktail umbrellas
box safety pins, regular pins
plastic bag of thumbtacks
few pieces of sandpaper blocks
few sets black shoulder pads [unopened]
1 small piece green furry fabric
1 large piece black furry fabric
1 rusty brown piece furry fabric [Rajah body]
1 small piece maroon chiffon fabric
1 small piece ruby goon bag sparkly material
few pieces shiny blue fabric
few pieces random fabric [red, blue, orange]
4 white sheets
1 light blue sheet
1 long length unpainted calico
1 large piece white fabric
1 piece black faux velvet
several pieces black fabric
1 extremely long length YBR fabric
2 pieces soft white foam sheets
1 piece yellow foam sheet
2 large pieces red felt
2 long fireplace banners
1 long bookcase scene banner
2 long pseudo-Nazi banners
Jolly Bruce banner
Black Doom banner
Inside The Cave banner
Other Side Of The Island banner
Aussie flag

2 pairs gigantic novelty ears
1 novelty witch nose
1 set black and silver plastic false pointy teeth
1 black witch hat with grey hair attached
1 straw hat
1 thin gold belt
1 pair long silver ball gloves
2 pairs black stockings
1 pair gardening gloves
blue scarf
golf patterned tie with matching braces
long thin length gold lame
2 short lengths gold link chain
1 large peace symbol necklace
Fellowship Ent costumes
Indy whip
2 toy machine guns
1 toy Uzi
6 plastic swords
1 small fairy wand
1 huge fairy wand
1 trident
1 wooden axe
large lengths bamboo
campfire prop
3 yellow bricks [foam]
1 small green painted piece foam cube
2 small pieces white foam cubes
2 green cushions
3 empty video cases
1 plastic mobile phone
1 blue frisbee
1 silver painted watering can
1 metal lantern
2 metal candle-holding lampshades
4 pairs sparkly pom poms
1 toy Riot Police body shield
1 toy set meal/crockery/food [small pieces]
long-stemmed red plastic flowers
poppy flower props
small Pooh bear
glow in the dark Jason hockey mask
small brown briefcase
2 tennis balls
Cosmo magazines
some cable ties
lengths clear plastic pipe
long piece ribbed thick black plastic pipe
black rope
white rope with pulley